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Hippocampal Sparing Whole Brain: RapidPlan Model 
Validation Process

Upon completion, HSWBv2 was then validated for use with various arc geometries, treatment machines, beam 
energies, calculation, and optimization methods. HSWBv2 utilized a training set of 42 cases. Five additional 
validation cases, not included in the original model training set, were used for further evaluating the plan 
quality between HSWBv1 and HWBv2. Different treatment delivery systems (Halcyon, Truebem, and C-series), 
beam arrangements (coplanar/non-coplanar, HyperArcTm , and 3-arc/4-arc VMAT), optimization settings 
(convergence modes), and calculations algorithms (AcurosXB/AAA) to validate that the HSWBv2.

Convergence mode testing showed that longer optimization time and earlier/multiple returns correlated 
to higher plan scores. The use of AcurosXB resulted in improved scoring against AAA as well.

The HSWBv2 model validation data shows improved results over HSWBv1. The refined scorecard metrics 
aided in better quantifying desired improvements according to community feedback from using HSWBv1. 
Testing HSWBv2 across multiple delivery systems, beam geometries, beam energies, optimization 
processing, and algorithms provides additional confidence in model quality and future use expectations. 
This KBP model is available for public use along with further information on how to implement the model in 
a clinical description document. 4
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Figure 3: Dose calculation and beam energy (Eclipse v17 algorithms, extended convergence mode, MR3 
return for intermediate dose)  

Figure 1: Example Version 2.0 scorecard; validation 
case score 131.4/142

Table 1: Validation results for different beam arrangements (6X-FFF, AcurosXB v17, extended convergence 
mode, MR3 return, 2x Intermediate dose)   

Figure 2: Example DVH showing dose difference in hippocampi sparing and PTV coverage between 
Halcyon (4 arcs), Truebeam (3 arcs), and HyperArc plans. 

Knowledge Based Planning (KBP) is a solution that can 
expedite the treatment planning 
process while improving dosimetric standardization across  
treatment plans. RapidPlanTM is a commercial 
implementation of KBP (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, 
CA). In 2016, a Hippocampal Sparing Whole Brain Model 
Version 1.0 (HSWBv1) was made publicly available.2 From 
this model, we developed a new HSWB KBP model 
(HSWBv2). 1 This new model placed further emphasis on 
improving hippocampal sparing, homogeneity, 
and conformity. A scorecard was used to quantify and 
compare the relative dosimetric performance (score) for 
each method between HSWBv1 and HSWBv2. 3

Different beam arrangements were tested on both Halcyon (SX2MLC) and TrueBeam (M120 MLC). Both the 
three and four arc Halcyon cases utilized collimator of 315°, (0°), 45°, and 90°. The four arcs non-coplanar 
Truebeam consisted of two full arcs (0° couch) and two vertex arcs (90° couch) rotating from 180° (PA) ->  5°
(from AP) with all arcs utilized a 315°/45° collimator. The 3 arc coplanar plan utilized 315°, 45°, and 90°
collimator. The 4 arc plans utilized the same collimator as the 3 arcs except 90° split X jaw superior/inferior 
to the hippocampus. HyperArc utilized the full 4 arc arrangement. This beam arrangement validation 
resulted in higher scores across all variations for HSWBv2 against HSWBv1. 

Figure 4: Convergence Mode: Off, On, Extended (Halcyon 4 arc, 6X-FFF, AcurosXB v17)
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